ABSTRACT Next-app prediction is the task of predicting the next app that a user will choose to use on the smartphone. It helps to establish a variety of intelligent personalized services, such as fast-launch UI app, intelligent user-phone interactions, and so on. Since app names only provide limited semantic information, the intrinsic relation among apps cannot be fully exploited. Meanwhile, next-app to be used is largely determined by a sequence of apps that a user used recently. To address these challenging problems, this paper first enriches the semantic information of apps by extracting descriptive text of each app from the app store and thus proposes a topic model to transform apps as well as user preferences into latent vectors. Then, a set of nearest neighbors can be constructed based on the similarity of latent vectors and it is employed for training the prediction model. Furthermore, our prediction scheme is built on the temporal sequential data and is modeled by using the chain-augmented Naive Bayes model. Experimental results with a real smartphone application log data have demonstrated that our method achieves higher recall and DCG values compared with several baseline next-app prediction methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Resent years, an increasing number of mobile apps have been developed for the smartphone users due to the tremendous growth in mobile devices. Those apps can offer various of services such as social communication, online shopping, reading, news browsing, online game, and so on. Google Play store, a mainstream smartphone platform, has provided more than 3.5 million apps for 82 billion app downloads by different users. 1 Meanwhile, a huge number of data is generated when users apply the smartphones each day. However, the direct information we can obtain is very limited and trivial. It is an imperative requirement to identify the users' preference and understand users' click behavior. Intuitively, researchers have studied how to mine the user usage data and understand user usage patterns, such as app recommendation, mobile app classification, target advertising and 1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Play complex event analysis [1] - [4] . As an important field of those research, app recommendation has attracted more and more researchers to study these years.
Indeed, the number of the installed apps by each user ranges from 10 to 90, about 50 apps for each user on average [5] . It will cost lots of time when users frequently apply different apps and a certain amount of time will cost when people search through the installed apps. Thus, it is necessary to build personalized app recommendation method and predict the app which the user will click next time. Next-app prediction can help users to find the appropriate apps. Furthermore, successfully predicting the apps the user is interested in not only helps the app provider to keep track of the changing user preferences, but also helps app developers to improve their service quality.
Some researchers have found that location information, screen status, utility time, and mobile phone setting information and other history information of users could help us to mine the user click behavior and a series algorithms were proposed [6] - [9] . However, the app-click recommendations are all designed according their respective data characteristics. Most of these data is very large and many differences among each other, which makes it difficult to form a unified recommendation framework. Generally, the more profuse data, the more helpful it will be to predict the app-click behavior [10] . Indeed, identifying the user's preferences is not a trivial task, which is still under development. The major challenge is that the data heterogeneity increases the complexity of next-app predicting model. Firstly, the app click behavior is a dynamic change process and complex next-app prediction models are not suitable for app dynamic prediction scenario. Secondly, the limited contextual information of apps and the less interaction between users makes the data sparsity in app click prediction area more serious, which affects the prediction performance of app click recommendation [11] . In addition, smartphone users have a serious inclination to click or install popular apps [12] , and users will download lots of apps but spend much time using a small number of apps that they like.
To this end, this paper proposes a next-app prediction method which integrates semantic information and sequential behavior to predict the next app that a user will click on his/her smartphone. Through the empirical data analysis with a dataset collected from one of largest mobile communication company in China (refer to Section III), we have two important observations. First, each user has used only a few apps, and some apps have been used by a majority of users. This suggests that it is necessary to enrich contextual information to better build the inner relationship among apps and users. Second, a number of users exhibit similar app usage pattern on some popular apps. This suggests that most of users show similar preferences on some popular apps. Therefore, we use the chain-argument Naive Bayes model to predict next app with the semantic information and user sequential behaviors. To be specific, the contributions of this paper are summarized as following.
First, we catch the rich semantic information by crawling the description text of each app from Apple App Store with a distributed crawler system based on Scrapy and Redis. A topic model is used to transform the semantic informations to latent vectors. Then, K nearest neighbors method is constructed based on the similarity of latent vectors to model the long-term interests of each user. A Sentence2Vec-like method is proposed to obtain users' similarities. Furthermore, we present the TF-IDF mechanism to solve the imbalance between popular and unpopular apps.
Second, our prediction model is builded with the semantic information and sequential behavior, and the short-term interests of each user is caught with the probabilistic reference by a chain-argument Naive Bayes model. Then, we present a user-based collaborative filtering method to generate the top-κ apps for every user.
Finally, to evaluate the proposed method, we conduct extensive experiments on smartphone application log dataset, which includes 1,083 users, 588 mobile Apps and 733,041 user usage sessions. The experimental results show that our next-app prediction method outperforms state-of-theart baseline method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we presents an overview of related works. Section III proposes the smartphone application log dataset and describes our empirical analysis. The next-app prediction method is discussed in Section IV. The experimental results are reported in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to two research fields, semantics enhanced recommendation and mobile app recommendation.
There are many papers that consider to integrate the context content information with rating recommendation, referred as semantics enhanced recommendation. For mobile apps recommendation, the context information contains the app descriptions, reviews, news reporting about apps and so on. As the classic text processing techniques, Probability Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [13] , Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [14] , Compound Rank-k Projection (CRP) [15] , Rank-Constrained Spectral Clustering (RCSC) [16] and Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [17] , [18] have been largely used to construct low-dimensional representation of text information. Collaborative Topic Modeling (CTR) [19] jointly constitutes the traditional collaborative filtering to the probability topic model. Based on the underlying assumption that similar users tend to like items similar to the items they liked previous, the semantic information with query information is constructed to find other relevant items for target user [20] . Liu et al. [21] builds the news topic with the prior distribution of topic preferences to generate the news recommendation. To improve the effect of recommendation, most recently published papers have considered integrating review texts, user and item descriptions into the recommendation frameworks [22] , [23] . In this paper, in order to consider the semantic information of mobile apps, we propose a topic model to transform app descriptions into latent vectors to enrich contextual information into nextapp prediction.
Recently, mobile app recommendation problem has attracted much more attention. Among them, many heuristic algorithms are proposed, such as Most Frequently Used (MFU) [10] and Most Recently Used (MRU) [8] . However, app recommendation has its own characteristics [7] , such as sparsity, dynamic and evolve, which affect the recommendation results seriously. Therefore, many researchers have considered the additional information such as location, social network, activity, privacy invasion, version description [24] , [25] to improve the recommendation accuracy. Specifically, spatial-temporal context information is leveraged to predict which app a user is going to use [26] . Prior paper used the contextual information such as search snippets [2] , behavior patterns [27] , context pattern [28] which are similar to ours. However, they built the recommendation models only with the context informations. Inspired by all these works, we propose a novel next-app prediction method which integrates both semantic information and sequential behaviors.
III. DATA DESCRIPTION AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we introduce the data source as well as some unique characteristics of a real-life dataset used in our study. The Smartphone Application Log (SAL) dataset is provided by one of largest mobile communication companies in China. There are over 30 million mobile data records from 2,104 4G mobile users who used the services of the particular company between 15 April and 18 April, 2017. Each record denotes a user has used a specific app and it is consists of several attributes: user identification code (user_ID), user cell phone number, mobile device identification, user attribution, protocol type, app identification code (App_ID), the start_time and end_time of this data flow. Besides, every record also contains the data volume that a user either download content or upload content, or do both. Moreover, there are a wide range of commonly-used apps such as online shopping, business trip, online game, social networking, video services, email services, stock trading, online chat, map navigation and so on.
From this dataset, we extract 733,041 sessions which are generated by 1,083 users for 588 mobile apps with necessary preprocessing. Technically, a session starts when a user pushed a button on a keypad or clicks an icon on the touchpad, and it ends when the user deactivated this session. The preprocessing process mainly includes four steps: removing empty domain, deleting the apps which cannot be identified (such as the domain of protocol types are TCP, HTTP, DNS, ICMP and so on) or the apps which contained the blurred domain (such as the same App_ID corresponded two or more different app names), deleting time abnormal records (such as the end time of app usage record was earlier than start time) and removing the users with less than 15 sessions. Table 1 summarizes the statistical information of the dataset used in this paper, where ''#AAPU'' is the average number of apps click by each user, and ''#ARPU'' is the average number of sessions that the users clicked each day. Through the empirical analysis on the SAL dataset, we find the following two important observations, which inspire us to build the app-click recommendation framework. 
Observation 1.
Each user has used only a few apps, and several apps have been used by a majority of users.
We first focus on analyzing the sparseness of the userapp matrix A ∈ {0, 1} M * N (where M and N are the number of users and apps), and the rows and columns are related to the users and apps. The value of A ij represents whether the ith user clicked the jth app. We plot the distribution of the number of launched apps per user, the number of users who used an app, and the number of the usage records per user, as shown in Fig. 1 .
By plotting these distributions, we can learn several interesting patterns. First, one of the most launching users only covers 61 apps, less than 12% of total number of apps. In fact, only 22 apps have been used by each user, on average. This indicates that the data sparse problem is a common problem in the field of recommender system, even the field of next-app prediction. It will cause that the common collaborative filtering methods (such as user-based, item-based, and content-based) unable to obtain higher recommendation accuracy. Second, the rank-frequency distribution of users launching each app follows heavy tail distribution. From Fig. 1(b) , we can find that a small fraction of popular apps have been launched by a large quantity of users while a large number of unique apps were used with relatively small quantities users. For example, almost all users installed WeChat VOLUME 6, 2018
(a Chinese multi-purpose messaging and mobile payment app) and Taobao (the biggest online shopping website in China). Meanwhile, nearly 55% of apps have been used with less than 5 users. In fact, there are 188 apps only used by only one user. Third, several apps have much more usage records than other apps. Moreover, users spent a lot of time using these apps. After statistics analysis, the ratio of app usage records produced by 10 most popular apps is nearly 50%. This indicates that a large number of users share a common interest preference for very small number of apps.
Remark 1: According to the above analysis, the app usage data is extremely sparse and different apps are highly imbalance with respect to the number uses who used the app. Some recent studies [28] , [29] also point out that the sparsity of data is an outstanding technical puzzle in next-app prediction. Hence, it is necessary to enrich contextual information to better build the inner relationship among apps and users.
Observation 2. A number of users exhibit similar app usage pattern on some popular apps, but how to choose appropriate app usage patterns are affected by popular apps.
We next estimate whether same usage pattern is generated with several users or a great number of users. In this paper, a session of usage records of a user is treated as a transaction item-set. A well-known frequent pattern mining algorithm Eclat (Equivalence class transformation) [30] is utilized to mine the app sequence patterns in each transaction. Specially, supposed that a candidate frequent app session is X = {a l1 , · · · , a lC }, where a lc (1 ≤ c ≤ C) represents the transaction item (that is, App_ID) and C > 2, the cosine similarity is calculated as follows:
where a lc and supp({a lc }) are the support of a lc and {a lc } respectively. We set the minimum support and cosine similarity threshold as 1% and 0.4, respectively. Table 1 shows the top-5 co-occurred app patterns with highest cosine similarity. For example, many users would like to visit online payment via Alipay, WeChat and other platforms after online shopping. It is worth to note that some users have similar app preferences. So, when we provide a personalized app click recommendation for a user, the co-occurred app patterns mining approach can be used to predict the app click behavior of the target user by using the pattern shared by the user's K nearest neighbors. Due to the number of the clicks is discrepancy between popular apps and unpopular apps, such as <WeChat, Meituan 2 (a Chinese group buying website for local consumer products and retail service)> has almost 1 percentage of support of <Taobao, Alipay> but with a higher cosine similarity. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the inefficiency of popular apps.
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meituan-Dianping Remark 2: It can be seen that many users exhibit similar usage patterns, as shown above. Therefore, user's continuous time-varying preferences can be caught with the temporal pattern. Inspired by this observation, we can consider the temporal dynamics of sequences to build the prediction model. Meanwhile, there is imbalance between popular apps and unpopular apps, so some weighting method such as TF-IDF [31] method should be considered to make usage vectors more discriminative.
IV. NEXT-APP CLICK PREDICTION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present a novel next-app click prediction framework. First, we formally define the next-app prediction problem. Second, we propose an approach for mining descriptive text, additional semantic information of each app. Third, a chain-augmented Naive Bayes method is presented to model the sequential behavior of every user. Finally, we discuss the scheme for fusing semantic information with sequential behavior to obtain the final prediction results.
A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this study, we focus on the Next-App Prediction (NAP) problem. Let U = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u N } and A = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a M } be the user set and app set, respectively. The observed data is composed of two parts. First, the longterm interest is denoted as a N × M app-usage matrix C = [c ij ] where c ij indicates the counts that u i used a j . Second, the short-term interest of every user is denoted as a sequence of apps that this user used recently. Let
where t ∈ R + is a continuous real number indicating the timestamp. Note that a user corresponds to multiple sequences. Formally, the NAP problem can be described as follows:
1) THE NEXT-APP PREDICTION (NAP) PROBLEM
Given the observed data D = [U, A, C, S], for each sequence s l , the NAP problem is to find the app a lk+1 that will be used in time t k+1 . Namely, for any specific user u i with long-term interest c i and short-term interest s l , the NAP problem estimates the adoption probability of P(a j |c i , s l ) that u i would adopt each app a j ∈ A at t k+1 , and outputs a ranked list of the candidate apps, ordered by the adoption probability.
The NAP problem can also be regarded as a recommendation problem, where the ranked list to be output is in fact the top-κ recommended apps.
B. MODELING USERS' LONG-TERM INTERESTS AS SEMANTIC TOPICS
As discussed in Section III, the relationships among users and apps constructed the app-usage matrix are very weak due to the data sparsity problem. Here, we obtain additional descriptive text data crawled from Web for enriching the contextual information. Then, we intent to utilize the topic model for representing users' long-term interests as semantic topic vectors.
1) CRAWLING DESCRIPTIVE TEXTS OF APPS
Here, we introduce the technical details of crawling descriptive text of each app from websites. Fig. 2 shows an example of WeChat app 3 with more details from Apple App Store. We can observe that the content app description of WeChat app covers the definition and functional brief, which can be conducive to effectively represent the semantic information of each app. To efficiently obtain the app descriptions, we design a crawler system based on Scrapy. 4 Then, we rebuild a scheduler from a shared storage database Redis. Meanwhile, the Docker management Measto is employed as a controller to add, delete and manage the Docker. Based on this crawler system, we can obtain the descriptive text of each app. We first remove all the stop words and punctuation. To extract better description features, we adopt the widely-used Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (LDA) [14] to learn semantic topics. According to LDA model, the corpus D denotes the N documents for all app descriptions, document d j denotes the description text of apps, and word w jv (1≤ v ≤ V , where V is the number of word bag of corpus) denotes the word in each app description text. The purpose of LDA model is to learn latent variables of θ j and z j with the product of marginal probabilities:
We adopt the Gibbs sampling method [18] , [32] to inference ν topics from M app description documents. 3 https://itunes.apple.com/app/apple-store/id375380948?mt=8 4 http://scrapy.org Finally, the estimation of θ and φ can be computed as follows:
where n jk and n kv denote the frequency of the topic z k assigned to document d j and the word z v assigned to topic z k , respectively. After training the LDA model, a final latent topic distribution θ j (1 ≤ j ≤ M ) of each app can be obtained.
2) MODELING LONG-TERM INTERESTS
Due to the invariance of the app latent topic, we can catch the long-term interests of user by building the user latent vector with this app topic distribution. Here, we borrow the idea of sentence2Vec [33] and multi-rate recurrent neural network [34] to obtain user latent vectors. Based on user latent vector, we can use the cosine similarity to construct the user similarity matrix. As show in Section III, the imbalance between popular apps and unpopular apps in matrix C will be considered here. Otherwise, the impact of most of unpopular apps will be ignored when we compute the similarity between two different users. Therefore, the TF-IDF-like scheme is employed for the column model. In this paper, we set the normalized matrix as C = {c ij }, and each of element of c ij can be calculated as follows:
where |{c ij : c ij = 0}| and ϒ denotes the number users who clicked the app a j and the sum of matrix C, respectively. We treat ν-dimension latent topic vector θ j for app a j as word, and the app usage session S l of each user u i can be considered as sentence. Regarding the app usage session of each user as a dynamic processing, we can obtain the user latent vectors that govern the sessions with a MAP estimate. We represent each of the user latent vector with Eq. (5), where η |c ij |+η is used to balance the weight of popular and unpopular apps and η is a user-specified smoothing parameter which is set as 0.0001 in this paper.
The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1, where e 1 and e 1 are the first principal component and the transform of e 1 , respectively. By calculating the first principal component e 1 for each user vector v i , the finally user latent vector can be obtained by using the Principal Component Analysis model [35] (see line 6).
C. MODELING USERS' SHORT-TERM INTERESTS VIA CHAIN-ARGUMENT NAIVE BAYES MODEL
The next-app prediction method significantly depends on the history of user usage logs, just likes return time prediction methods [36] , [37] . Following the chain-argument Naive VOLUME 6, 2018 Algorithm 1 User Vector Generation Algorithm Input: App latent topic vector {θ j : a j ∈ A}, session set S, and parameter η. Output: user vector {γ i : u i ∈ U} 1: for all session S l in S do 2: Compute the user latent vector γ i by Eq. (5); 3: end for 4: Form the Matrix C with the latent vector of each user {γ i : u i ∈ U}, we can obtain the first principal component e 1 ; 5: for all user u i in U do 6: Update γ i by γ i ← γ i − e 1 e 1 γ i ; 7: end for 8: return {γ i : u i ∈ U}.
Bayes Model [38] which is widely used in the classification field, we use a sequence chains probability model to estimate the probability P i (a j |c i , s l ) of the user u i for app a j at time t k+1 :
We represent the probability of user u i who chooses the app a j from the app usage session s l via a mixture of Markov model. Formally, the probability of P i (a j |c i , s l ) is calculated as follows:
where the first term P i (a j ) captures the interesting probability of the user choice for a j and the second term represents the dependence path of app s l in t k+1 . The maximum a posterior (MAP) of the Bernoulli distribution for P i (a j ) and P i (a lh |a lh−1 ) can be obtained with the fraction from user usage histories. Note that P i (a l1 , · · · , a lk ) is a constant which is generated by the session of app clicked by user u i . Similar to previous research [38] , we incorporate the independence assumption between the prior distribution and the conditional probability and it can be computed as follows:
To be specific, the prior probability P i (a i t ) can turn out to be a utility value f (u i , a t ) used in the sequence s l :
where #a j is the frequency of the app a j occurred in session s l . As mentioned in Section III, we can build the recommendation model based on the co-occurred probability between app a h and app a h−1 as the choices of usage pattern pair. Along this line, given the current session set s l , we estimate the probability between app a h and app a h−1 by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) in training dataset. Since we cannot observe all the pattern pairs, we use P i (a lh |a lh−1 ) to represent the probability of co-occurrences:
where # a h , a h−1 is the frequency of the co-occurrences between app a h and app a h−1 .
D. FUSING SEMANTIC TOPICS WITH SEQUENTIAL BEHAVIOR
So far, we have described modeling the app-click prediction method based on the MAP estimation. To generate more precise prediction result of next-app the current user will click, we extend the user-based collaborative filter method [39] to generate the K -nearest neighbors of each user. The Top-K nearest neighbors of each user can be extracted with user similarity matrix. Then, an next-app prediction model is proposed with a novel user-based collaborative filtering method.
1) K NEAREST NEIGHBOR SELECTION
K nearest neighbor method is used to catch K most similar users. Selecting right neighbors of each user can improve the accuracy of recommendation. Based on the user vector {γ i : u i ∈ U}, we can adopt the cosine similarity to compute the similarity distance between u i and u a :
Let = {ω ia } be the similarity matrix, where ω ia can be computed with Eq. (11). We then obtain K nearest neighbors ϕ iK of target user with K highest cosine similarity.
2) APP-CLICK RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
When we utilize the user-based collaborative filtering model to predict the next-click of user, the last important work is how to generate the next click scores by using the potential click pattern of K nearest neighbors. Existing research of app click recommendation methods give the same weight for K nearest neighbors of current user [10] , but it is inappropriate in fact. Therefore, we select K nearest neighbors of the target user and use the similarity as the weight to score the possible clicked apps at time t k+1 :
where ω ig is the cosine similarity between user u i and u g . The top-κ next-clicked apps recommendation is a set of calculations:
Algorithm 2 summarizes the detail of the next-app prediction method. The entire user-based collaborative filter recommendation framework includes three steps. First we obtain the probability θ j of latent topic vector for each app a j with LDA model. Then, we utilize a MAP estimate to generate user latent vector according to Algorithm 1, and thus a normalized user vector for each user γ i can be obtained. With this user latent vector, we can extract the top-K nearest neighbors ϕ iK of the target user u i though the user similarity matrix using Eq. (11) . Finally, we score the top-κ next-clicked apps with the conditional probability P i (a j |c i , s l ) and the similarity matrix . To be Specific, for each of user, we can compute the probability P i (a j |c i , s l ) with a sequence chains probability model by Eq. (8) . Similar to user-based collaborative filtering, we merge the weight of Top-K nearest neighbor with the sequence chain probability. The above procedures are repeated until the Top-κ apps of the target user are generated by Eq. (13).
Algorithm 2 OUR, The Next-app Prediction Algorithm
parameter α, β, the number of topics ν and the number of nearest neighbors K . Output: Top-κ next-clicked apps matrix A κ = {A i κ :
A i κ ∈ A κ } of all users. 1: Compute the θ jk and φ kl using Eq. (3) in app description set {d i : d i ∈ D} with the initialized parameter α and β; 2: Obtain user vector {γ i : u i ∈ U} with Algorithm 1; 3: for all user u i in U do 4: for all user u a in U do 5: Compute ω ia using Eq. (11); 6: end for 7: ϕ iK ← ArgRank( , K ); 8: for all user u g in ϕ iK do 9: Compute P i (a j |c i , s l ) using Eq. (8); 10: end for 11: Compute Score(u i , a j , t k+1 ) using Eq. (12); 12: Compute P(A iκ |c i , s l ) using Eq. (13); 13: end for 14: return A κ .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare our next-app prediction algorithm with several state-of-the-art app recommendation methods on the SAL Dataset.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Data.
We conduct experiments on the SAL dataset as described in Section III. To obtain training dataset and test dataset, we create three types training/test datasets to segment the SAL dataset: 1) the first day and the second day are selected as training set and test set (1 vs. 1 for short); 2) the first two days and the third day are set as training set and test set (2 vs. 1 for short); 3) the first three days and the last day are set as training set and test set (3 vs. 1 for short).
Metrics. We introduce two metrics for performance evaluation of our proposed algorithm. For each user u i , top-κ apps A i κ are ranked according to the score vector
with κ maximum values. Thus, we adopt two ranked-based metrics [6] , [7] to describe the performance evaluation of all algorithm: Recall@κ and DCG@κ as following.
Recall@κ. Given a top-κ ranked set A κ , Recall@κ is defined as
where A clicked i is the apps that the user u i has clicked in the test dataset. Recall@κ is the average of Recall over all of users and it can be used to evaluate whether actual clicked apps of the user in real recommendation list.
DCG@κ. DCG@κ is a ranked precision metric that can evaluate the ranked recommendation apps in higher actual positions of test dataset. Specially, the discount cumulative gain (DCG) given a cut-off κ can be calculated as follows:
where the rel j is a binary of relevance score which represents whether the app a j is in user list u i of test dataset. The DCG@κ is the average value over all users. The higher position the user hits in test dataset, the higher the value of DCG@κ will obtain. Note that when κ = 1, the value of DCG@κ will be converted to 1 or 0. Baseline. In this paper, we compare our NAP algorithm with following recommendation algorithms.
• Most Frequently Used (MFU) [10] . To predict the app usage pattern, the authors leverage user app preferences, user historical patterns, user activities, pattern of app behaviors into the algorithm. By training per-user classification with multiple app bags, the user similarity is calculated with the app bags and app usage features.
• Most Recently Used (MRU) [8] . Based on the assumption that the usage history of each app is related to the launched time, discrete Fourier transform is applied to catch the relationship between usage probability and specific time.
• User-based Collaborative Filtering (UCF) [9] . UCF method is collaborative filtering method with the interactional context(such as transition behavior and current context). The neighbors are determined by an one-step Markov transition graph.
• Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [40] . SVD method is a factorization model with many implicit informations such as new item factors and the relating item factors.
• Bayesian Network (BN) [41] . BN method is referred as Bayesian network which combines first latest app with second latest app to build the app prediction model.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
In this subsection, we propose the performance comparisons between our method and the baseline methods. The length of the recommendation list κ is set from 1 to 6, respectively. The number of nearest neighbors is set to 15 for UCF, SVD and our method, while the dimensionality of latent variable is set to 20 for SVD method. Table 3 shows the overall performance with Recall@κ and DCG@κ metrics. As shown in Table 4 , according to the Recall@κ and DCG@κ, our method performs the best among all other prediction methods in most of situations, especially the size of training dataset is large than test dataset. As the length of recommendation list increases, all of methods show tendency to ascend while MFU, SVD and BN methods grow faster than other methods. The UCF method has a higher prediction accuracy with small κ values and it is better than all other methods when κ value is set as 1. However, with the κ increasing, this method proceeds at a slow pace and the performance is lower than our method and BN method. In contrast, MFU and SVD methods exhibit poorer performance than other methods. This implies that SVD and MFU may not be very suitable for next-app prediction.
Since next-app prediction is real-time prediction process, it is an important factor that when a prediction method can achieve high performance with less data. Therefore, we take a closer look at the scale of training dataset. First, UCF method and our method perform better than all other methods when the first and the second day are selected as the training dataset. UCF method shows better performance when the length of recommendation list κ is 1 while our method is skilled in the situation when κ>1. Second, there is an incremental impact in UCF and BN algorithms with the increasing the scale of the training set, while SVD method has an opposite tendency. This is because SVD is only applicable to the more recent historical data.
To further explain why the UCF method is perform better than our method when κ=1, we analyze the hit ratio of UCF and our method with different app groups. The app groups can be divided into 4 groups: the apps which are clicked by less than 10 users, the apps which are clicked by 10-50 users, the apps which are clicked by 50-100 users, and the app which are clicked by more than 100 users. The hit ratio of app group A ζ (1 ≤ ζ ≤ 4) can be defined as: The average performance of UCF and our method in four different app groups is shown in Fig. 3 . We can see that the experimental results of UCF is higher than our method in most popular app group. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , the number of sessions for popular apps are far more than the number of session for other app groups. This explains the reason why the performance of UCF is better than our method when κ=1. In other words, the UCF method only inclines to recommend the popular apps for the target user. However, how to recommend the unpopular apps for special users is an important metric to measure the performance of app prediction. So, in this respect, our method is still superior to the UCF method.
C. ANALYSIS OF PREDICTION PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT USER GROUPS
The previous subsection summarizes the overall performance of each prediction methods, and it is still necessary to further analyze the performance among different user groups using different number of apps. This is because the average value of Recall@κ and DCG@κ cannot exhibit the minor performance of different user groups. In this paper, we first segment the users in test dataset into four groups: the users who click less than 10 apps on average, the users who click 10-20 apps on average, the users who click 20-30 apps on average and the users who click more than 30 apps on average, respectively. Fig. 4(a) shows the scale of users and sessions in each groups in test dataset.
We set κ=5, the comparison results of each prediction methods with Recall@5 and DCG@5 in different groups are shown in Fig. 4(b) and Fig 4(c) . As can be seen, with the growth of the number of apps, the prediction accuracy of all methods have shown a downward trend. This verifies that the more apps users click, the more difficult it is to be predicted. Meanwhile, our method is still higher than other methods besides several groups with UCF method. The DCG@5 results of UCF method is about 0.075 higher than our method but Recall@5 result is 0.095 lower than our method, which indicates that the ability of UCF method to catch the top-ranked of user is higher than our method, but the ability to catch the number of hits is lower than our method.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel next-app prediction algorithm with the app semantic information and user sequential behaviors. Firstly, we enrich semantic information by crawling the description text of each app from the Apple App Store with a distributed crawler system based on Scrapy and Redis. A topic model is presented to transform the semantic information to latent vectors. Then, we design a Sentence2Vec-like method to catch the long-term interests of each user. The framework generates recommendation according to users who have similar App-usage style with each target user, which is modeled as a user-based collaborative filtering on the app usage matrix. Next, the short-term interests is caught with the probabilistic reference by the chain-argument Naive Bayes model. Experiments on a real-life SAL dataset demonstrate that our algorithm exhibits higher recommendation accuracy than state-of-the-art recommendation methods.
